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Abstract—The collateral score is an important biomarker in1

decision making for endovascular treatment (EVT) of patients2

with ischemic stroke. The existing collateral grading systems are3

based on visual inspection and prone to subjective interpretation4

and interobserver variation. The purpose of our work is the devel-5

opment of an automatic collateral scoring method. In this work,6

we present a method that is inspired by human collateral scoring.7

Firstly, we define an anatomical region by atlas-based registration8

and extract vessel structures using a deep convolutional neural9

network. From this, high-level features based on the ratios of10

vessel length and volume of the occluded and the contralateral11

side are defined. Multi-class classification models are used to12

map the feature space to a four-grade collateral score and a13

quantitative score. The dataset used for training, validation and14

testing is from a registry of images acquired in clinical routine15

at multiple medical centers. The model performance is tested on16

269 subjects, achieving an accuracy of 0.8. The dichotomized17

collateral score accuracy is 0.9. The error is comparable to18

the interobserver variation, the results are comparable to the19

performance of two radiologists with 10 to 30 years of experience.20

21

Index Terms—collateral score, deep learning, 3D CTA brain22

image, MR CLEAN23

I. INTRODUCTION24

A. Clinical Background25

ENDOVASCULAR Treatment (EVT) improves outcome26

in patients with acute ischemic stroke due to intracranial27

large vessel occlusion (Goyal et al. [1]). Selection of eligible28

patients for EVT is important because not all patients benefit29

and the treatment is not without risk (Venema et al. [2]). Brain30

tissue at risk can survive longer in the presence of collateral31

circulation, which is a network of arterial anastomoses that32
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provides blood flow to brain tissue when the principal conduits 33

fail to meet demands (Liebeskind [3]). 34

The MR CLEAN trial, a multicenter, randomized trial of 35

EVT versus no EVT, showed that baseline computed to- 36

mographic angiography (CTA) collateral status modified the 37

treatment effect (Berkhemer et al. [4]): patients with higher 38

collateral score will most likely have better treatment outcome. 39

A clinical decision tool based on multiple baseline clinical 40

and imaging characteristics for individualized predictions of 41

the effect of EVT has been developed and includes grade of 42

collateral circulation as prognostic and predictive marker (Ven- 43

ema et al. [2]). Several collateral status grading systems exist, 44

all based on visual scoring using coarse classification criteria 45

(Seker et al. [5]). Such visual scoring systems suffer from sub- 46

jective interpretations leading to inter- and also intra-observer 47

variation. An automated scoring system could facilitate an 48

objective and reproducible assessment of the cerebral collateral 49

status. In our work, we use the four-grade score that was 50

proposed by Tan et al. [6] as it has proven correlation with 51

outcome and effect of EVT. The definition of this 4-grade 52

score system is: 53

• 0: absent collaterals (0% filling in occluded territory) 54

• 1: poor collaterals (>0% and ≤50% filling in occluded 55

territory) 56

• 2: moderate collaterals (>50% and <100% in occluded 57

territory) 58

• 3: good collaterals (100% filling in occluded territory) 59

Fig. 1 shows example images for four different collateral 60

scores in Maximum Intensity Projection (MIP). 61

B. Related Work 62

Collateral status scoring relies on the difference between 63

arterial trees in the middle cerebral artery (MCA) territory of 64

the occluded side and its contralateral side. Therefore, vessel 65

segmentation is an essential step in our application. Kirbas 66

et al. [7] and Lesage et al. [8] provide a review of many 67

vessel segmentation approaches that have been developed over 68

the past decades. For cerebral blood vessel segmentation, 69

Meijs et al. [9] summarized non-convolutional neural network 70

based algorithms with respect to methods, image modality, 71

and cerebral vessel segments. For example, Manniesing et al. 72

[10] utilized a level set approach to detect the circle of 73

Willis (CoW) in 3D CTA images, Schaap et al. [11] utilized 74

a Bayesian tracking approach to segment the internal carotid 75

artery (ICA) in 3D CTA images, Robben et al. [12] utilized 76

graph connectivity in combination with a tracking approach to 77

obtain the label and vessel structure of the CoW in Magnetic 78

Resonance Angiography (MRA) images, and Meijs et al. [9] 79
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Fig. 1: Examples of four collateral score in Maximum Intensity Projection (MIP) from 3D CTA image. a: collateral score 0; b: collateral
score 1; c: collateral score 2; d: collateral score 3.

utilized a random forest classifier and histogram to extract the80

complete vessel structure from 4D CTA images.81

Nowadays, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have82

demonstrated in general superior performance for many med-83

ical image segmentation tasks. This trend is also witnessed84

in vessel segmentation, Moccia et al. [13] summarized vessel85

segmentation using conventional and CNN based methods.86

Sanches et al. [14], Livne et al. [15] and Kandil et al. [16]87

employ 3D U-net based CNN model to extract the cerebral88

vessel structure from 3D Time-of-flight (TOF) MRA images,89

Meijs and Manniesing [17] use a 3D U-net based CNN model90

to extract cerebral vessel structure from 4D CTA images and91

further separate the arterial and vein structure by its spatial92

features, Tetteh et al. [18] utilize the 3D U-net frame work93

and replace the 3D convolution with a 2D cross-hair filter to94

segment the cerebral vessel structure and centerline in TOF95

MRA data. None of these approaches quantifies the collateral96

status.97

To the best of our knowledge, only Boers et al. [19]98

published an automatic collateral scoring method. The region99

of interest (ROI) is defined by a probability density map that100

was generated from an atlas build from lesion segmentation101

from follow-up CT images. The 3D Frangi filter (Frangi et al.102

[20]) with visually tuned parameters and a threshold of 200103

Hounsfield units (HU) was applied to extract vessel structure104

in a pre-defined region of interest. The computed feature is105

the ratio of vessel volume with intensity between the occluded106

side and the contralateral side. The method was assessed on 59107

subjects from which their follow-up non-contrast CT scan was108

used to construct the probability density map. The method was109

assessed on CTA images of patients with an occlusion in the110

M1 segment (for the detailed vessel segments in MCA territory111

please refer to Fig. 6) of the MCA territory, a maximal slice112

thickness of 1 mm and full coverage of the intracranial region.113

C. Contributions and Organization of Our Work114

In this work, we propose a three-stage algorithm to compute115

a collateral score. The collateral scoring method was assessed116

on 269 subjects.117

Data preprocessing and vessel centerline segmentation are118

explained in Section II, followed by feature design and a119

multi-label classification model for collateral scoring. The data120

set, collateral score reference standard and annotation strategy 121

are described in Section III, the experiments and results are 122

detailed in Section IV, followed by discussion in Section V, 123

conclusions are drawn in Section VI. 124

II. METHOD 125

The proposed method starts with a pre-processing step to 126

define the anatomical regions of interest: we use an atlas- 127

based approach which was developed by Peter et al. [21] 128

to obtain a 3D CTA brain image Ib, an MCA probability 129

density map M and a hemisphere map H . This method takes 130

the CTA image and an atlas image as input. This step is 131

followed by a deep learning based segmentation of the brain 132

vasculature (centerlines). In the final step, the output of the 133

previous stages is transformed into a quantitative score, and 134

a collateral class score. The algorithm overview is shown in 135

Fig. 2. Each of the steps is detailed below. 136

Fig. 2: Block diagram of proposed algorithms.

A. Pre-processing: Anatomical Region Definition 137

The purpose of the first step is to define the relevant 138

anatomical regions, i.e. the brain, the MCA region and both 139

hemispheres (both left and right side of the brain). For the 140

brain region, we use a CT atlas that was constructed from 141

averaging high-resolution 3D CTA images of 30 healthy 142

subjects (Friston [22]) with a corresponding binary brain mask. 143

This CT atlas was part of the symmetric CT-MR template 144
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of SPM toolbox (Friston [22]). For the MCA region, we use145

a MCA probability density map (values ranging from 0 to146

1) that represent the likelihood of MCA vessels present based147

on 50 healthy MCA vasculatures from the BraVa (Wright148

et al. [23] dataset. This was done by an affine and deformable149

symmetric diffeomorphic image registration of each subject150

from the BraVa dataset to the CT-MR template, following by a151

normalized sum of transformed individual MCA arterial trees.152

The hemisphere atlas is a three-value map that represents the153

left hemisphere, the right hemisphere and the background. All154

anatomical regions are defined in the space of the average CT155

atlas.156

After registration of the CT atlas to the subject CTA image,157

the binary brain mask, the MCA probability density map and158

the hemisphere map are transformed to the subject CTA image159

space. The generated binary brain mask may fail to include160

vessel structures near the skull base. Therefore, to fine-tune161

the CT image space binary mask, an iterative morphological162

dilation with a 3D spherical structuring (radius equals 1 voxel)163

was applied to this binary mask. In each iteration, we remove164

dilated voxels if its corresponding 3D CTA voxel value exceed165

850 Hounsfield unit (HU). The number of iterations is defined166

by the maximal gap, 5 mm, divided by the voxel dimension.167

A brain tissue image is constructed by multiplying the binary168

mask with the CTA image. After this masking step, the CTA169

brain image Ib is normalized with min-max normalization.170

B. Deep Learning for Vessel Extraction171

In the second step, the vasculature is extracted from the172

brain-masked and normalized CTA image. We opt for a deep173

learning approach, which trains a detector for vessel-like struc-174

tures based on labeled training images; such approaches have175

been demonstrating excellent performance in the last years for176

many medical imaging tasks. More specifically, we intend to177

extract vessel structure with an encoder/-decoder architecture178

(the U-Net model proposed by Ronneberger et al. [24]); this179

architecture is simple and still very effective (Isensee et al.180

[25]). Note that for the final goal of obtaining collateral scores,181

we do not require a very precise segmentation of the vessels,182

rather we want to highlight the vessel centerlines such that183

the vasculature can be quantified in subsequent steps. For184

this 3D vessel extraction task, we use a standard 3D U-Net185

model as described in Isensee et al. [26] to which we make186

modifications in the training process to tailor it to our vessel187

centerline segmentation task. Next, we will detail the network188

architecture, and the data preparation for the training.189

1) Network Architecture: Our network architecture is190

shown in Fig. 3. The network utilizes the classic encoder191

and decoder architecture with a depth of 5 layers. The input192

data of the proposed model is a cube of 64x64x64 voxels193

with 28 convolutional filters in the first stage. The number194

of filters was determined according to a set of experiments195

we describe in Section IV-B. We apply instance normalization196

to each convolution layer. In the encoder path, activations197

are calculated using residual blocks. A residual block is a198

type-1 block in Fig. 3, including two cascaded 3x3x3 3D199

convolutional layers and the identity short connection (dashed200

lines in Fig. 3). This combination is similar to the context 201

module described in Isensee et al. [26], however, in our cases, 202

we didn’t use dropout layer in between. Two cascaded 3x3x3 203

3D convolutional layers with a stride of 2 (type-2 block in 204

Fig. 3) are added in front of residual blocks in order to 205

obtain more abstract feature maps as the encoder goes deeper. 206

Leaky rectified linear units (ReLu) (Maas et al. [27]) are 207

used as the activation function. In the concatenated decoder 208

path, deconvolutional layers are constructed with an extra 209

deep supervision (Kayalibay et al. [28]) path. This can avoid 210

information loss and vanishing gradients in each convolutional 211

layer. The proposed model uses a sigmoid activation layer in 212

the final step to output a 3D voxel-wise vessel probability map. 213

2) Data Preparation: For each brain, we construct ground 214

truth vessel trees. The vessel tree is a 3D binary mask resulting 215

from the vessel centerline annotation process described in 216

Section III-C. Then we split the whole brain and vessel tree 217

into 3D cubes of 128x128x128 voxels for both training data 218

and validation data. During the training process, we extract 64- 219

voxel 3D cubes out of 128x128x128 voxels. In the validation 220

process during training, we use 128x128x128 voxels as input 221

data size for convenience. Data augmentation is applied to 222

obtain different training images in each iteration. In the data 223

preparation stage, we did not resample the image into common 224

space as the training data is representative for the whole dataset 225

and exhibits little variation in slice spacing and pixel size. 226

3) Deep Learning Post Processing: The proposed CNN 227

model outputs a vessel probability map with values between 228

0 and 1. We threshold the probability map to obtain a binary 229

vessel map B0 (Fig. 4b). The threshold value is found by 230

optimizing a Dice cost function on the deep learning validation 231

dataset. There are some small isolated parts (mostly false 232

positive parts) in the predicted vessel map B0 and connectivity 233

based noise removal (Risser et al. [29]) is applied to remove 234

these small isolated parts. This results in a binary vessel tree 235

map denoted by B (Fig. 4c). 236

C. Quantification 237

The purpose of the quantification step is to compute a 238

collateral score from the results of the previous processing 239

steps. Human collateral scoring is based on comparing the 240

amount of vessels visible in the affected and non-affected 241

side, and we follow a similar strategy: we compare the 242

affected and non-affected hemisphere of subjects using a 243

combination of the binary vessel structure from deep learning 244

model output B, the corresponding MCA probability density 245

map M and hemisphere map H as shown in Fig.2. We 246

assume that it is known a priori (from clinical symptoms) 247

which hemisphere (left or right) is affected. Based on this 248

information and the hemisphere map, we generate an affected 249

side binary map HA and a non-affected side binary map HN . 250

With this information, we compute four different ratios, each 251

representing a different aspect of the vasculature, as detailed 252

below. 253

1) Volume: An obvious quantification is difference in the 254

number of vessels between the affected and the non-affected 255

hemisphere. Assuming there are more vessels visible in the 256
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Fig. 3: Block diagram of CNN model.

Fig. 4: The example image of deep learning post processing; a:
shows the cube (100-pixel size) location in coronal view; b: shows an
example binary vessel tree with some isolated parts B0 in 100-pixel
size cube; c: shows an example image of binary vessel tree B.

non-affected hemisphere, the ratio of vessel volumes (affected257

divided by non-affected) should give a number between 0 (no258

vessels visible in the affected side) to 1 (same amount of259

vessels visible in both sides). We propose two variants of this260

comparison: one where only the volume (number of voxels)261

is taken into account, and one where each voxel is weighted262

with its intensity rv and rvi respectively:263

rv =

∑
p∈BM(p) ·HA(p)∑
p∈BM(p) ·HN (p)

, (1)

rvi =

∑
p∈B I(p) ·M(p) ·HA(p)∑
p∈B I(p) ·M(p) ·HN (p)

, (2)

where B is the set of voxels that are 1 in isolated part removed264

binary vessel tree B , p is a voxel and I is the image intensity.265

2) Length: In addition to volume, we also consider vessel266

length. For the vessel length computation, a medial axis267

skeletonization approach that was developed by Lee et al.268

[30] is applied first. This step yields a pixel-wise skeleton269

structure S0, a 26-connected structure (Fig. 5 left) which is270

a basic representation of the vessel network. Next, the vessel271

segments are determined from the vessel skeleton using a tree272

topology approach employed in the work of Risser et al. [29].273

Fig. 5: An example of vessel length computation. Left: the vessel
skeleton; Right: the smoothed and interpolated vessel segments, the
vessel length computation are based on those segments. Different
segments are shown in different colors.

Subsequently those vessel segments were fitted by 3D spline 274

curves and further smoothed (Garcia [31], Garcia [32]) and 275

interpolated (Fig. 5 right), yielding a set of world coordinates 276

S. For all points p from S we obtain the corresponding MCA 277

probability value M(p) from the 3D MCA probability density 278

map. In same way, we obtain intensity values HA(p), HN (p), 279

and I(p). The ratios rl and rli are accumulated values over all 280

points (weighted with the mean distance w between the point 281

and its neighbours) in the affected hemisphere and the ones 282

in the non-affected hemisphere: 283

rl =

∑
p∈S M(p) ·HA(p) · w(p)∑
p∈S M(p) ·HN (p) · w(p)

, (3)

rli =

∑
p∈S I(p) ·M(p) ·HA(p) · w(p)∑
p∈S I(p) ·M(p) ·HN (p) · w(p)

. (4)

3) Multi-label Classification: In the last step, multi-class 284

classification is used to predict collateral score (0,1,2,3) from 285

an input feature vector r = [rv, rvi, rl, rli]. We start from 286

the baseline model, in which we take the median of feature 287

vector r as input and define the threshold value by utilizing 288

the clinical definition of collateral score. We then define our 289

second model by using a support vector classifier (SVC) with 290

linear kernel to find the optimal threshold value for the median 291

of feature vector r. For the third method, we use the complete 292

feature vector r = [rv, rvi, rl, rli] as input to a random forest 293

classifier. Finally, we use ordinal regression with the complete 294

feature vector for ordered categorical prediction. 295
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III. DATA AND ANNOTATION296

A. Data Overview297

The images used for training and assessing the methods298

were obtained from the MR CLEAN Registry (Jansen et al.299

[33]) and MR CLEAN trial (Berkhemer et al. [34]). The MR300

CLEAN Registry is an on-going registry that contains patients301

who underwent endovascular treatment at a stroke intervention302

center in the Netherlands since March, 2014. The CTA images303

are acquired in clinical routine at several different sites, and304

thus there is large variation in image quality, as well as in305

imaging equipment and acquisition protocols (contrast phase,306

brain coverage).307

Hence, in order to get a representative set of images, the308

following selection criteria have been used to select images in309

this study:310

• Spatial resolution: The average diameter of the M1311

segment of the MCA region is 3.1 ± 0.4 mm and of the312

M2 segment 2.4 ± 0.4 mm according to Rai et al. [35].313

The spatial resolution should be sufficient to visualize314

the major arterial tree. Therefore, we only select images315

of which the slice thickness is smaller than 1.5 mm;316

additionally we require the slice spacing to be smaller317

than or equal to the slice thickness.318

• Contrast phase: Five different contrast phases have been319

previously defined by Rodriguez-Luna et al. [36]: early320

arterial, peak arterial, equilibrium, peak venous, and late321

venous, based on the image intensities in the contralateral322

ICA and the transverse sinus. In the early arterial phase,323

collateral vessels are likely not enhanced yet. In the late324

venous phase, the venous structures are more pronounced325

than arterial structures. Therefore, in this study we only326

select images with peak arterial, equilibrium or the early327

venous phase.328

• Image quality: Image quality in MR CLEAN Registry is329

rated by the core lab into the following categories: good330

image quality, moderate image quality and bad image331

quality. A good quality image implies that the image332

is sufficiently informative for radiologist to rate. We333

similarly included good quality images in our analyses.334

• Brain coverage: Brain coverage, the image should cover335

at least half of the vertical distance between skull base336

and vertex.337

At the start of the current study, baseline CTA data of 1594338

subjects had been collected in the MR CLEAN Registry. These339

data was acquired from 16 March 2014 till 15 June 2016. Of340

these 1594 subjects, the images of 1058 subjects had good341

image quality (based on MR CLEAN Registry core lab read-342

ings). 736 subjects fulfill both image quality and contrast phase343

criteria. At the end, 585 subjects fulfill all selection criteria.344

From this set of 585 subjects, 49 subjects were manually345

selected for annotation and training of the CNN. From the346

remaining 536 subjects, we randomly selected around half of347

these subjects (270 images) for our study. This number was348

assumed to be sufficient for our evaluation, and also reduced349

the amount of work for obtaining a consensus score compared350

to using the full set. Those 270 subjects were originally from351

14 intervention centers with different vendors (mainly from352

Philips, Siemens, Toshiba and GE). For all cases, we obtained 353

the occlusion side and occlusion position and initial collateral 354

score from the registry information. From those 270 subjects, 355

one subject was additionally excluded which was considered 356

to have insufficient image quality by the expert readers. We 357

did not have additional selection criteria on occlusion location. 358

However, only 6 subjects with A1 or A2 occlusions were found 359

among the 1574 MR CLEAN registry subjects, and our final 360

set of images did not contain any A1 or A2 occlusions. 361

In addition, for training we added five collateral score 362

0 cases from the MR CLEAN Trial. Collateral score 0 is 363

rare, and due to the random selection, only two images with 364

collateral score 0 were in our initial selection. The additional 365

five subjects were only used in the classifier training process. 366

The accuracy of the algorithm was thus evaluated on the 367

randomly selected 269 cases. 368

B. Collateral Score Reference Standard 369

To get a consistent and reliable collateral score reference 370

standard for this study, collateral scoring was performed by 371

three radiologists from different medical centers with 10 to 30 372

years of experience. Two radiologists rated the collateral score 373

independently and the third radiologist independently rated 374

the cases in which there was disagreement by the first two 375

radiologists. The radiologists were asked to rate the collateral 376

status according to the criteria of Tan et al. [6]. 377

In this 269 subjects, the two independent raters had an 378

interobserver agreement of 0.64, and their scores compared 379

to the consensus score were 0.81 and 0.82. The details of the 380

269 test subjects are listed in the Table I. Fig. 6 shows the 381

location of occlusion in the vessel segments that are listed in 382

Table I. 383

Fig. 6: An example of vessel segments in right hemisphere. The vessel
segments include the ICA segment, M1, M2 and the more distal part
of the MCA territory, for simplicity, we have combined M2 and the
more distal part into M2.
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Property Category Number of subjects

Slice thickness
[0.5-0.75mm) 66
[0.75-1mm) 94
[1-1.5mm] 109

Acquisition phase
peak arterial phase 75
equilibrium phase 115
peak venous phase 79

Collateral score

score 0 2
score 1 83
score 2 124
score 3 60

Occlusion location

ICA 63
M1 155
M2 and above 47
No occlusion found 4

TABLE I: Data distribution of 269 test subjects.

C. Data Annotation384

Training and assessment of the deep learning based vessel385

extraction requires (manually) annotated images. In total 9386

whole brains and 40 cubes of 128x128x128 voxels were387

annotated. The 9 subjects were selected by a radiologist as388

being cases representative for daily clinical practice. The 40389

subjects for cube annotation were selected to cover large390

variation of image quality and acquisition parameters, as well391

as collateral scores. The 40 cubes were randomly selected from392

the intracranial region of 40 subjects. Manual annotation was393

performed using an in-house developed tool build with Mevis-394

Lab. The annotation task was performed by 1 pre-med student,395

3 experienced physicians and the first author of this paper. The396

purpose of the annotation task was to label centerlines of all397

intracranial vessels. Annotation points needed to be placed in398

the center of candidate vessel structures, after which semi-399

automated processing (shortest path connectivity, followed by400

a graph cut segmentation, yielding contours orthogonal to the401

centerline (Schaap et al. [37]), after which the real centerline402

defined as the centers of the segmentation result) was applied.403

The labelled region also include vessels running through the404

skull base and isolated vessel structures. Fig. 7 shows the result405

of a whole brain annotation.406

Fig. 7: The image in the left is the result of whole brain annotation;
The image in the right is the ground truth image. Different vessel
segments are shown in different colors

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS407

A. Implementation408

The method consists of three parts: the pre-409

processing (atlas-based registration), deep learning based410

vessel centerline extraction, and classification. The deep411

learning model is written using the Keras and Tensorflow 412

frameworks. Model training and validation are implemented 413

on a local PC equipped with one NVIDIA Titan Xp GPU 414

and 64 Gb of RAM. The pre-processing, quantification 415

and classification of proposed method were implemented in 416

MATLAB 2018a. 417

Registration of the CT atlas to the CTA image was per- 418

formed with ANTs (Avants et al. [38], Klein et al. [39]), 419

following a previously described CT atlas based registration 420

[21] that consists of a two-step approach: an initial rigid 421

registration followed by a diffeomorphic non-rigid registration. 422

In the deep learning model training process, the network 423

was trained with a batch size of 8 and 50 steps per epoch. 424

In each epoch, we iterate twice over all 200 training images 425

of 128x128x128 voxels: once with random shift and flipping 426

along each axis and once with elastic deformation. We also 427

introduced additive Gaussian noise at the input layer for 428

regularization. The standard Dice score served as the loss 429

function. We chose the root mean square propagation (RM- 430

SProp) (Tieleman and Hinton [40]) optimizer with an initial 431

learning rate of 0.1, and halved it every 10 epochs. We stopped 432

training after 300 epochs, as the learning rate was approaching 433

zero. 434

In the multi-label classification part, the baseline model 435

has fixed threshold values. The three threshold values(θ1, θ2, 436

θ3) were determined by the clinical definition of collateral 437

score (Tan et al. [6]). We introduced a small margin to the 438

collateral 0 case, since, in practice, there were always some 439

vessels in the occluded side. Therefore, we define the collateral 440

0 case as less than 10%. The other three threshold values 441

follow the clinical definition, i.e. θ1 = 10%; θ2 = 50%; 442

θ3 = 100%. For the random forest classifier, we used five 443

fold cross validation to optimize the maximal depth of the 444

trees, the number of trees in forest and the number of features 445

used. 446

B. Vessel Extraction Model Training and Hyperparameter 447

Optimization 448

In the first experiment, we trained the convolutional neural 449

network for vessel extraction. In this experiment, we first 450

investigated the performance of 3D U-Net model with different 451

hyperparameters and configurations. Compared to a standard 452

3D U-Net (Isensee et al. [25]) (our baseline model), we first 453

assessed the model performance enhanced by deep supervision 454

and context modules, and subsequently also assessed the added 455

value of varying the number of filters at convolutional layers. 456

The annotation dataset was randomly divided into a training 457

and validation dataset. The training dataset consisted of 7 458

whole annotation brains and 20 cubes. The validation dataset 459

consisted of the other 2 brains and 20 cubes. In order to 460

guarantee the continuity and completeness of the centerline 461

structure in the training process, we dilated every single- 462

pixel centerline from manual annotation with a 3x3x3 square 463

structuring element. The resulting ground truth image are 464

shown in Figure. 7. 465

The Dice score on the validation dataset was used to 466

measure model performance. In the first experiment, we as- 467

sessed the added value of the various configurations. For this 468
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experiment, 28 input filters were used, as this was the maximal469

number that fitted into our GPU memory. The performance470

of the baseline model is shown in the first row of Table II.471

Improvement in Dice score is observed when adding deep472

supervision and the context module to the baseline model.473

A combination of all components (last row of Table II) shows474

the highest validation score. We also performed a paired T-test475

for two average values µ1 and µi (i = 2, 3, 4), where µ1 is the476

average of Dice score on all validation subjects with 3D U-net477

configuration and µi the average dice score corresponding to478

the network configuration in i-th entry of Table II. Whereas479

the improvement of the final configuration is not statistical480

significant at the common 0.05 level, the trend in the Table II is481

clear and we attribute the lack of statistical significance to the482

limited validation set size. We therefore choose the 3D U-net483

with deep supervision and context module for the subsequent484

experiments.485

Network Configuration Dice
mean

Dice
std p-value

3D U-net 0.53 0.19 -
3D U-net + deep supervision 0.54 0.19 0.69
3D U-net + context module 0.55 0.17 0.17
3D U-net +deep supervision +
context module 0.56 0.16 0.07

TABLE II: Deep learning test result for different configurations.

Whereas the number of input filters increases model capac-486

ity, it also greatly affects the number of parameters of the487

model, and thus may impact the training process. In the next488

experiment, we therefore vary the number of input filters from489

4 to 28 for the configuration in the last row of Table II.490

The learning curves are shown in Fig. 8. As the number491

increases, both training and validation scores increase. This492

trend ends when the filter number goes beyond 24, where493

the improvement to the test score is marginal. Going from494

24 filters to 28 filters, the test score only improves with less495

than 1%, compared to an improved of 4% when going from496

4 filters to 8 filters.497

Fig. 8: Learning curve with varies filter number.

The average Dice is 0.56 with a minimum of 0.42 and a498

maximum of 0.67. There are two outliers (0.27 and 0.28).499

Fig. 9, shows two example vessel trees extracted by the500

proposed deep learning model.501

Fig. 9: Two extracted vessel trees in sagittal view.

C. Collateral Score Quantification 502

Next, we evaluated the proposed collateral scoring method. 503

First, we assessed the accuracy of the three proposed models. 504

Then, we assessed the accuracy of proposed methods applied 505

to a dichotomized decision based on collateral score. 506

In the accuracy test for collateral scoring we evaluated the 507

baseline model, a linear support vector classifier (SVC) with 508

single feature, ordinal regression with four features, and a 509

random forest model as describe in Section II-C3. We used 510

the consensus score as ground truth label. 511

In the baseline model, we applied threshold values θ1, θ2, 512

θ3 to the median of r = [rv, rvi, rl, rli] and derived the 513

collateral scores 0, 1, 2, and 3. Similarly, we use the median 514

of r = [rv, rvi, rl, rli] with linear SVC model to find another 515

set of threshold values that maximize the collateral score test 516

accuracy on 269 subjects. The average threshold values for 517

the SVC model were: θ1 = 7%; θ2 = 55%; θ3 = 99%. We 518

use ordinal regression with r = [rv, rvi, rl, rli]. The averaged 519

odds ratios of four features are [1.17, 0.9, 0.92, 1.15]. We 520

further evaluated the added value of random forest in terms 521

of accuracy. We explored the feature vector r starting from 522

a single feature towards combined features and tested all 16 523

possible combinations. We performed a nested cross-validation 524

with 20 splits at the outer level and 5-fold cross-validation for 525

parameter tuning. More specifically, we first randomly splitted 526

the 274 subjects into 20 subsets with a stratified sampler. Then 527

we trained a model with data from 19 subsets and tested on 1 528

left-over subset. During training, we use 5-fold cross validation 529

for hyper-parameter optimization of feature vector r. In the 530

end, we have 20 models with similar performance but with 531

different parameter settings. In this way, we could fully utilize 532

269 subjects for testing and reduce the possible bias caused 533

by a smaller test dataset. 534

Feature vector [rv, rli] shows the highest prediction accu- 535

racy on test subjects. The results of baseline model, linear 536

SVC, ordinal regression and the random forest with optimal 537

feature vector are shown in Table III. The proposed baseline 538

model (median with fixed threshold value) and ordinal re- 539

gression model have the same performance (accuracy=0.75), 540

marginally different from SVC (accuracy = 0.76). In terms of 541

accuracy, the random forest classifier outperforms the baseline 542

model by 5%. 543

In the study of Tan et al. [6], a dichotomized collateral score 544

that was proposed by Schramm et al. [41] was used to as- 545

sess the correlation with infarct volume before recanalization. 546
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Methods Accuracy Dichotomized
score

median +fix (baseline) 0.75 0.87
median + SVC 0.76 0.87

ordinal regression 0.75 NA
logistic regression NA 0.89

random forest 0.80 0.90

TABLE III: The accuracy, dichotomized accuracy of three proposed
methods.

Furthermore, in the MR CLEAN trial, substantial treatment547

effects were reached in patients with collateral scores of 2 or548

3, whereas in patients with scores of 0 and 1, outcomes were549

poor and treatment effects small. Therefore, we focus on the550

accuracy of dichotomized prediction, wherein scores 2 and 3551

are merged into one class, and score 0 and score 1 are merged552

into another class. We follow the same experimental setup as553

in the previous accuracy test. We use logistic regression with554

r = [rv, rvi, rl, rli] for this dichotomized binary classification555

problem. The performance of all four models is similar. The556

random forest classifier with features rv and rli performs557

slightly better. The overall dichotomized accuracy is listed in558

the dichotomized score column of Table III. For comparison,559

clinician 1 and clinician 2 have an accuracy of 0.91 and 0.90560

respectively in this case. We further assessed the performance561

of this binary class classifier by plotting receiver operating562

characteristic (ROC) curve of our proposed methods. Fig. 10563

shows the ROC of the baseline model, and the performance564

of the clinicians, linear SVC and random forest classifier.565

Fig. 10: The ROC curve of baseline model, linear SVC model and
random forest model

Next, we investigated the misclassified subjects. Fig. 11566

shows the confusion matrix test results on 269 subjects, for567

the two radiologists and the random forest classifier versus the568

consensus score. In total, the random forest classifier predicts569

an incorrect collateral score for 53 subjects; 26 out of these570

53 subjects have predictions that are consistent with one of571

the two clinicians. The baseline model predicts an incorrect572

collateral score for 66 subjects; 30 out of these 66 subjects573

have agreement with one clinician. Finally, in Table IV we574

present a subgroup analysis.575

The computation time for one brain with 0.5 mm slice576

thickness is about 15 min. Of this, the atlas to CTA space 577

registration, MCA map, hemisphere map transformation with 578

binary skull dilation takes 12 min, of which most time is 579

spent on the Ants registration. It is likely that this can be 580

optimized for clinical applicability. The vessel extraction is 581

around 0.5 min. The quantification part in total is around 582

2.5 min. Those times were obtained using an implementation 583

that was not optimized for computation time. 584

Fig. 11: Confusion matrix of clinician 1 / clinician 2 / random forest
versus consensus score.

V. DISCUSSION 585

In this work, we proposed an automatic collateral scoring 586

method that is inspired by human visual collateral scoring. 587

In the method, we compute the collateral score by comparing 588

the difference of vessel structures in the occluded hemisphere 589

and contralateral hemisphere. Vessel structure extraction is 590

important for collateral status quantification. Therefore, we 591

first investigated the performance of CNN and found a pos- 592

itive effect of context module and deep supervision on the 593

performance of the 3D U-net vessel centerline segmentation 594

model. We further evaluated network performance with an 595

increased number of filters at convolutional layers. On average, 596

we achieve a Dice score of 0.56 on the validation dataset. 597

Whereas this might seem low, a value of 0.56 is reasonable for 598

thin linear structures in 3D, as they contain a large proportion 599

of boundary voxels. For such long thin structures, a single 600

pixel shift in a direction orthogonal to the structure have a 601

major impact on the Dice score. 602

In the collateral scoring assessment, the baseline model 603

with using the median of feature vector r = [rv, rvi, rl, rli] 604

and fixed threshold values achieved an accuracy of 0.75 605

and a dichotomized accuracy of 0.87. This demonstrates that 606

the features are relevant. We observed that the misclassified 607

subjects are mostly at the border of decision boundary. The 608

average error distance is 0.25. The error is computed from 609

the floating point score, and represents the distance to the 610

closest value of interval of the correct collateral score. For 611

example, [0,1] corresponding to collateral score 0. On this 612

scale, the error made in classification is the distance to the 613

closest border of the correct class. The random forest model 614

on average achieves an accuracy of 0.8, which outperforms 615

the baseline model on the border cases. With two principle 616

features r′ = [rv, rli], the random forest model achieves a 617

dichotomized accuracy of 0.9, which is comparable to two 618

clinicians (0.91 and 0.9). 619
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Property Category Number of subjects Accuracy

Baseline RF Clinician 1 Clinician 2
Slice thickness [0.5-0.75mm) 66 0.79 0.80 0.77 0.80

[0.75-1mm) 94 0.79 0.87 0.82 0.84
[1-1.5mm] 109 0.71 0.74 0.83 0.80

Acquisition phase
peak arterial phase 75 0.76 0.79 0.83 0.84
equilibrium phase 115 0.77 0.8 0.79 0.79
peak venous phase 79 0.73 0.81 0.84 0.82

Collateral score

score 0 2 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
score 1 83 0.69 0.75 0.77 0.88
score 2 124 0.89 0.90 0.82 0.80
score 3 60 0.57 0.68 0.85 0.75

Occlusion position

ICA 64 0.81 0.86 0.86 0.87
M1 154 0.75 0.81 0.86 0.77

M2 and above 45 0.67 0.71 0.69 0.71
no occlusion found 6 0.83 0.83 1.00 1.00

TABLE IV: Subgroup analysis.

In Table IV, a subgroup analysis is presented for the ac-620

quisition phase, collateral score, slice thickness and occlusion621

position. The accuracy does not seem to depend on acquisition622

phase or collateral score. It also shows that collateral scoring is623

less accurate for more distal occlusions. This can be explained624

by the fact that a smaller region is affected in more distal625

occlusion. This trend can also be observed in the human626

scoring. In terms of slice thickness, both error rates increase627

along the slice thickness. When the slice thickness increases,628

the vessel structure is less pronounced in the 3D CTA image.629

The data used in this work was acquired 3 to 5 years ago. The630

latest images mostly have slice thicknesses less than 1 mm.631

The anatomical regions are defined by a conventional atlas-632

based registration method due to the fact that the MCA633

probability density map is an essential element of the feature634

computation in the quantification step. In order to align the635

MCA probability mask, we need to first register the CT636

template to the CTA space. The registration result then can637

similarly be used to bring the hemisphere and brain segmen-638

tation to the patient space.639

Collateral scoring involves only the arterial tree. In our640

approach, we do not discriminate between arteries and veins in641

the centerline segmentation. Application of the MCA territory642

mask, which was build from arterial trees of 50 subjects,643

removes some of the venous structures from the segmenta-644

tion. Any remaining venous structures may affect the final645

quantification. As the amount of veins in the remaining region646

generally is small in the region of interest especially in peak647

arterial, equilibrium and early venous phase, and as their648

presence is expected to be symmetric, the remaining veins may649

have a minor effect on the subsequent quantification, which is650

demonstrated by our current results. Still, including an artery-651

vein separation may be a an interesting direction for future652

research.653

End-to-end training might have been an alternative approach654

to computing collateral scores. We chose for a slightly more655

conventional approach for four reasons. First, the data and656

corresponding ground truth required for training may be need657

to be larger than the set we are using now. This would require658

additional expert radiology screening. Second, such approach659

generally require a network that is trained with full-size CTA660

images whereas our current vessel segmentation is trained661

with 3D patches. Such a training would be challenging to 662

commonly available GPUs. Thirdly, the result of such end- 663

to-end training is difficult to interpret, whereas our approach 664

also gives insight in the vessel segmentation and quantification 665

on which the scoring is based. Finaly, we aim for a more 666

quantitative analysis of collaterals with a tool that provides a 667

continuous output instead of a semiquantitative scale with 4 668

items. 669

In comparison with Boers et al. [19], the dataset and the 670

level of ground truth are different: Boers et al. [19] used the 671

data from MR CLEAN Trial (Berkhemer et al. [34]) and we 672

used dataset from MR CLEAN Registry (Jansen et al. [33]). 673

Their collateral score was derived by direct use of feature 674

rvi, and there was no direct assessment over collateral score; 675

instead they perform a correlation test between their single 676

feature and the manually obtained collateral score with a 677

Spearman correlation test. The result on 59 subjects was a 678

Spearmen ρ = 0.68, p < 0.001. For our method, a Spearmen 679

correlation ρ = 0.80 was obtained on a test set of 269 subjects. 680

During this study, a collateral scoring product (e-Stroke 681

Suite) became available from Brainomix. This software was 682

evaluated by Grunwald et al. [42] recently. Ninety-eight sub- 683

jects were used in their work. Their selection criteria were 684

more restrictive than ours (1 mm slice thickness), and no 685

information is provided on the occlusion location or number 686

of excluded scans. Also, their consensus score may be biased 687

towards the software performance, as the consensus score was 688

determined after knowing the software score, which makes 689

it hard to directly compare their result with ours. Reported 690

accuracy of software compared to their reference standard is 691

90%, and they also demonstrate, similar to our work, that the 692

errors of the software are within the interobserver variation. 693

All patients from the MR CLEAN registry that were in- 694

cluded in the study had an acute large vessel occlusion, 695

which was assessed on CTA. In all patients a large vessel 696

occlusion was detected in one hemisphere only. Although we 697

cannot rule out that small peripheral emboli were present 698

in the contralateral hemisphere (which were not visible on 699

CTA) in patients with a cardioembolic etiology, in general, 700

the symptoms caused by a large vessel occlusion are more 701

prominent than the symptoms caused by potential small pe- 702

ripheral emboli. Based on that we assume that the symptoms 703
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indicate the hemisphere in which the large vessel occlusion is704

present. However, outside the MR CLEAN Registry, indeed705

cardioembolic stroke accounts for 14-30% of ischemic stroke706

population (Arboix and Alió [43]), and for those cases, the707

assumption of occluded side as prior might not be valid. Our708

method is not intended for those cases.709

VI. CONCLUSIONS710

We proposed a robust and automated collateral scoring711

method and evaluated it on a large set of images acquired712

in clinical routine as demonstrated in the MR CLEAN Reg-713

istry. The proposed method achieves 80% accuracy on the 4714

score prediction. In a dichotomized test, the proposed method715

achieves 90% accuracy. The result are comparable to two716

radiologists with 10 to 30 years of experience.717
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